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Abstract 

From industrial view, nothing has a higher priority than a reliable and sustainable machine. This applies not only for 
specialized tasks rather for a spectrum of applications. Thin sheet cutting is well controlled but limitations of the cutting 
mechanism are challenging in case of thick metal plates above 6 mm. The solution approach of Fraunhofer IWS pursues 
dynamic beam shaping (DBS), which is influencing energy distribution and thus essential heat conduction for the laser 
cutting process. As a consequence, DBS provides the possibility to improve the performance for laser fusion cutting of 
thick metal plates. The authors will give an insight into changed mechanism during laser fusion cutting process due to 
DBS and explain how that enables an all-in-one cutting machine of industrial demands. 
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1. Introduction 

One of the latest analyses of laser trends from Hilton and Gillner [1] point out a persistently annual 
stronger growth of laser system market by a factor of 4 referring to machine tool market. That is a clear 
indication for the enhancing relevancy of lasers as tools. Analysis of the European Photonics Industry 
Consortium [2] predicts a high development potential for laser material processing sector over the next 
years. Nevertheless, about three-quarters of laser market revenues are allotted to macro processing. 
Especially sheet metal cutting is leading application in macro range with a share of 36% and primarily treated 
by solid state lasers [1-6]. Main cutting tasks in industry deal with the two materials mild steel and stainless 
steel. Mild steel is well controlled and can be separated up to 25 mm sheet thickness in a good quality by 
laser flame cutting [7-12]. In contrast, laser fusion cutting of mild steel avoids oxidised cut edges. But so far, 
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separation of sheet thicknesses above 10 mm is not possible with an acceptable quality [12]. Stainless steel is 
separated by laser fusion cutting and changes its cutting performance with increasing sheet thickness. Above 
8 mm, cut edge is dominated by striation and burr [11,13-22]. But thick plate cutting is a benchmark of laser 
cutting machines. Hence, necessity of research and development activities in laser material processing 
sector, especially metal cutting, is reflected by the laser market. 

In the first part, different beam shaping methods and their properties are discussed. Theoretical 
considerations support the understanding of influences from DBS on laser beam cutting. Especially selected 
oscillation pattern highlight changed cutting mechanism. Finally, advantages of DBS are demonstrated on 
examples of everyday industrial life. 

2. Beam shaping 

In fact, every laser cutting process requires adapted properties of the optical setup. Nowadays challenge 
deals with designing optimized beam profiles for various demands within the frame of feasibility and 
optimum. Further basic condition is a lossless beam modulation system for high laser powers. Additionally, 
easy integration into machine beam guidance entails small dimensions and low weight. 

Opportunities to influence the beam profile are intensity distribution [23-27], spot size [17,20,28], spot 
shape [29-33], and focal position [17,34-37]. One possibility to obtain such modifications presents static 
beam shaping (SBS), prevailing by spatial methods. Thus, prepared laser beam is provided before treatment 
starts and cannot be changed anymore. Examples are the conventional scaling of laser beams by the 
magnification ratio of optical setups [17,20], additional implemented zoom-optics [38], polarization state 
[39-41], adjusted fibre structures [42], and many more diffractive optical elements to shape, split, or 
homogenize the beam. A schematic overview of different laser beam modifications is illustrated in figure 1. 

The second way to modify a laser beam has a dynamic character. In this case, properties of the laser beam 
may change during processing. On the one hand, a temporal influence is feasible by laser pulsing as common 
in micro laser material processing. On the other hand, spatiotemporal effects are achievable by transient 
beam modifications. For the sake of clarity, some spatial modulation methods could be also performed 
dynamically, e.g. adaptive optics. 

Fig. 1. Overview of laser beam modification methods (no raise of completeness); orange path marked beam modification method 

addressed by DBS 
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However, SBS entails benefits for specialized tasks, as serial production, whereas DBS is advantageous at 
frequently varying operations as daily business of industry. Furthermore, laser beam cutting of thick plates is 
a three-dimensional topic whereas a two-dimensional beam modification is desired at least. To the best of 
the author’s knowledge, galvanometer scanner meets these requirements the most (orange path in figure 1). 
There are first experiences with DBS regarding laser beam cutting [43-46], which will help to understand the 
changed influence mechanism. 

2.1. Theoretical considerations 

In the following, limitations will be discussed of SBS and the resulting hint to utilize dynamic approaches. 
Figure 2 illustrate the arguments. 

At the beginning are two (at a first glance) contrary demands of a laser beam cutting process: productivity 
and quality. The higher the feed rate, the higher is the productivity. Unfortunately, physical limitations 
restrict the increase of cutting speed and will be considered closer therefore. In fact, laser beam acts upon 
material with a certain energy distribution defined by spot size and laser power. Key factor for cutting is 
transforming absorbed laser energy into heat, to melt material. The energy coupling is determined by many 
factors and interacts with cut kerf conditions for instance. An increasing laser energy lead to higher feed rate 
and that flattens the cut front angle [36,44] on the one hand. Hence, transmission losses are reduced and 
more laser energy can be absorbed [36]. That implies a temperature rise in melt zone which in turn induces 
heat accumulations. In contrary, quality cuts require a constant temperature field [22] to stabilize the melt 
flow. Because heat accumulations initiate melt fluctuations whereas melt flow change to be unstable and 
striations arise [47]. With increasing cutting speed, flow gets stable at cut front first and with a further rise 
also at side walls [10]. But higher feed rate narrows the kerf width [13,47,48] on the other hand. The kerf 
width has an essential influence on the interaction between gas jet and melt flow which is responsible for 
melt ejection. Thus, interaction area as well as time of gas jet and melt is reduced by what ejection is 
stemmed. A high cut quality requires sufficient cut kerf dimensions to perpetuate the melt ejection. 
Upscaling the spot size to increase the kerf width and in turn enhance the melt ejection is restricted by less 
feed rate. Also the gain of laser power to cut faster has to be in line with the need for a sufficient kerf width 
to sustain the melt flow without overheating the material. Hence, there is a conflict between productivity 
and quality in case of SBS. 
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Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of limitations at laser beam cutting with SBS and approach of DBS 

However, DBS allows an additional temporal influence to the described spatial one. Through 
spatiotemporal distribution of laser energy over the material surface, a crucial challenge will be addressed: 
sufficient kerf dimensions at a decreasing spot size to gain the obtainable laser energy. For this purpose, high 
laser energy of a small spot size oscillates periodically and is superimposed with the feed. Thus, energy is 
distributed around the generated cut kerf and thereby acting as an artificial bigger spot. At that, kerf width is 
enlarged, which procure an unimpeded melt ejection. Moreover, the distribution prevents heat 
accumulations, because interaction time of laser beam to material is decreased. In conclusion, limitations of 
SBS can be shifted with utilization of DBS. 

2.2. Influence of oscillation pattern on cutting performance 

Usually, heat accumulations occur at the cut front due to melt ejection and heat conduction mechanism. 
Already, Mahrle and Beyer, 2007 [43] introduced influences of some oscillation patterns on the energy 
deposition in generalised manner. Quickly summarized, longitudinal harmonic oscillations transfer deposited 
energy successively in several steps not instantaneously. The changed behaviour is visualized in figure 3. At 
first, material is heating up (left and middle) and melting including ejection (right) occur delayed. Thus, 
temperature peak is shifted to melt centre whereby temperature gradient is reduced at the cut front. This is 
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referable by experimentally demonstrated impact of longitudinal harmonic oscillation on the cut front 
inclination [44]. 

Fig. 3. Heat transfer mechanism of longitudinal harmonic oscillation during laser beam cutting, starting with heating up the material 

(left and middle) until the time-displaced melting and subsequent melt ejection (right) occur 

Another one-dimensional spatiotemporal beam modification is transversal harmonic oscillation. In order 
to achieve a consistent energy distribution, overlapping of single oscillation periods is necessary (figure 4). 
That is realized by an appropriate proportion of feed rate and oscillation frequency. 

 

 
Fig. 4. Simulated energy distribution for transversal harmonic oscillation without (left) and with (right) overlapping of oscillation periods  

 [43] 

As obvious from figure 4, energy deposition takes place at the side walls of cut kerf due to reduced 
oscillation speeds at the reversal points. Based on this, kerf width could be broadened. But this effect is 
limiting the feed rate. Simultaneously, a broad kerf is advantageous for melt ejection. Thus, cut quality could 
be enhanced by minimizing dross attachment. 

Two-dimensional oscillations are for instance circle or eight. The energy deposition looks the same as for 
transversal harmonic oscillation in figure 4 right. Nevertheless, energy distribution mechanisms vary as 
described by Mahrle and Beyer, 2007 [43]. In case of a circle, direction of laser beam movement alters at the 
side walls as depicted in figure 5. Hence, instabilities can occur. In contrast, an eight-shaped oscillation has 
equally motion directions on both cut edges. 

transversal harmonic 
oscillation of laser beam 

feed 
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Fig. 5. Rotational direction of oscillation movement on the two cut edges with a circle and eight 

Through energy deposition with symmetric beam motion on the side walls, a good cutting performance is 
achievable. The transversal orientation respectively to feed, enlarges the kerf width to attain a stable melt 
ejection. The longitudinal orientation prevents the rise of heat accumulations. According to whether quality 
or productivity has priority, oscillation parameters have to be adapted to peripheral conditions as material, 
sheet thickness, optical setup, laser source, etc. 

3. All-in-one cutting machine 

After giving an insight into changed mechanism during laser fusion cutting due to DBS, it will be explained 
how that enables an all-in-one cutting machine of industrial demands. 

3.1. Improvement of the machine by DBS 

The spatiotemporal beam oscillation is realized by a commercial high-dynamic 2D-scanner unit which is 
ready for integration into the collimated beam path of cutting machines. Thus, optical properties get not 
affected. The scanner consists out of two oscillating mirrors where each mirror has a time-dependent 
position, defined by a certain frequency and amplitude. The phase shift between both mirrors is the fifth 
parameter to specify the energy distribution. Controlling of DBS is executed by an IWS proprietary software 
tool. 

One routine related to SBS is adapting the optical setup at varying cutting tasks by physical replacement 
of the optics. DBS makes laser beam cutting possible for a wide sheet thickness range without any operator 
interaction. The properly beam characteristics for a certain task becomes a smart parameter stored in a 
database and controlled by industrial improved PLC components. Just one universal optical setup is required 
for a cutting machine. Hence, keeping multiple optics in stock is obsolete for setup changes. This again 
avoids the occurrence of a fault during the adaption process like contaminations of the optics. Moreover, 
trimming one production step saves work time. Altogether, DBS accomplishes the precondition of an 
operator-free process. 
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3.2. Enhancement of the cutting performance by DBS 

Besides system technology, DBS also offers benefits regarding the cutting result. There are two main 
criteria, which characterize the process: feed rate and cut edge quality. The impact of DBS will be 
demonstrated by taking the example of two main materials in metal processing: stainless and mild steel. 

In case of laser beam fusion cutting of stainless and mild steel above 8 mm sheet thickness, an increase of 
productivity by up to 100 % is possible. Besides, cut quality is comparable to state of the art when utilizing 
the same laser power level. The process stability is similar to established conditions in industry today in the 
event of fluctuations. 

Fig. 6. Cut edges at 3 kW laser power 

Quality enhancements are visualized in figure 6. In case of laser beam fusion cutting of stainless steel, the 
dross attachment is significantly reduced. Additionally, the generated kerf is almost parallel. Both are 
favorable for downscaling post-treatments to a minimum. Moreover, broaden the kerf simplifies unloading 
of parts from sheet skeleton for thick plates. Mild steel is commonly separated by laser flame cutting, but 
the generated oxygen layer on the edge has to be removed for follow-up production steps. Nitrogen can be 
used as assist gas to solve this issue. But so far laser fusion cutting was not able to separate mild steel plates 
above 8 mm sheet thickness with an acceptable quality. DBS affords this the first time and yield dross-free, 
non-oxidised edges. After all, results of DBS depicted in figure 4 are achieved with 3 kW and are competitive 
to higher laser power combined with static beam shaping. An enhancement of cut edge quality by DBS and 
following reduction of subsequent post-processes means a drop of work time and machinery as well as an 
improvement of the productivity. 

4. Summary 

Eventually, DBS offers economic potential like cost reduction and increased efficiency for thin and thick 
material cutting with the use of only one optical setup, outstanding feed rate, and remarkable quality. The 
functionality and technological benefits have been proofed sufficiently. 
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